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Pittsburgh Media Group Slams Pittsburgh’s City Paper  
for Failure of Oversight 

 
The Pittsburgh Black Media Federation (PBMF) for nearly 50 years has devoted itself to raising 
the bar on media coverage of Black communities and helping journalists and news outlets clear 
that bar. We cheer journalists and news organizations for a job well done, and we chide them 
when they fail miserably. 
  
On February 12, 2020, PBMF participated at an event titled, "Pittsburgh Black Media Panel", 
that was planned and presented by the Pittsburgh City Paper and PublicSource at August Wilson 
African American Cultural Center, a fitting place for a conversation with the public about the 
challenges that persist in news coverage of Black people. 
  
However, contrary to the organizers' statement in media promotion prior to the event and printed 
programs at the event, "Pittsburgh Black Media Panel" was not presented "with support from" 
PBMF. The federation, despite having successfully staged such events numerous times over the 
years, was not included in the conceptualization nor the planning of the event, which ironically 
borrowed three-fourths of our organization's name and unauthorized use of our organization's 
logo. Upon learning the event was being planned, PBMF made an offer of assistance that went 
unaccepted. PBMF later agreed to speak on one of the two panels, along with former PBMF 
board member and journalism professor Dr. Letrell Crittenden of Philadelphia -- who has 
authored research papers on local news media coverage of Black communities in Southwestern 
Pennsylvania -- and CityLab journalist and PBMF member Brentin Mock. 
  
The organizers' claim of "support from" implies more than the participation of three panelists and 
PBMF does not want the public to be misled about the [degree] extent of 
our [limited] involvement -- just showing up and speaking on a panel. 
 
Also, a video of the event posted February 28 on the City Paper website and on YouTube.com, 
misidentified both PBMF President Brian Cook and Mr. Brentin Mock. In fact, the four black 
participants on the first of two panels were each identified incorrectly in captioning on the 
publicly posted video. In March, the Pittsburgh City Paper apologized, took down the video, 
scrubbed the misidentifications and reposted the video. It strikes us that the basic tenets of 
journalism, truth, and accuracy, would be better served if the panelists were correctly identified. 
 



At a time when surveys and studies indicate that media credibility is at a historic low among the 
American public, we must reiterate our call for news outlets to care enough and be diligent 
enough in their craft to get basic facts correct the first time. Careless errors suggest a cavalier 
attitude among white-controlled news media when it comes to black people. How ironic that a 
news organization that convened a gathering to address media shortcomings in reporting on 
black communities would commit one of the very offenses so often lamented -- misidentification 
of people of color who always seem to look alike. 
 
For a media organization that claims to have an interest in covering the Black community 
successfully, what was published is egregious and simply bad journalism. The event took place 
on Feb 12 and the video was posted on Feb 28, which means 16 days went by to do simple fact 
checking in order to get it right.  
 
The following apology was sent by Pittsburgh City Paper’s Editor-in-Chief Lisa Cunningham via 
email on March 9, 2020: 
 
“This week, we discovered that the full-length video of the Pittsburgh Black Media Panel that 
had been previously posted to our site contained erroneous identifications of the panelists. This 
falls on Pittsburgh City Paper for not realizing text had been added, which we could have caught 
and fixed if we had watched the video in its entirety before it was posted. This is an incredibly 
embarrassing mistake for us, and we make no excuses — we were eager to post this as soon as 
we got the video because we had gotten many requests, and we should have taken our time. As 
soon as we discovered the error, we deleted the video from online and requested a new video 
from the company without any identifications added.  
 
We also reached out to the company who produced this video for us to try to pinpoint how this 
error occurred, and we’ve been told the editor on the video has been spoken to about the 
issue. We sincerely apologize for any harm this caused, especially after you were so generous 
with your time.” 
 
Unacceptable news coverage of Black people and their experiences is a relentless, generations-
old problem. That's why it's important that any effort to address it be undertaken with the utmost 
seriousness, from careful and conscientious organization to purposeful and professional 
execution. Anything less is an insult to the public because -- unlike so much mainstream media 
coverage of Black communities too much of the time for too long -- just any old thing is not 
acceptable. 
  
As always, PBMF stands ready to collaborate with anyone who shares our mission, to help them 
"get it right" without embarrassing and preventable affronts. But it must be built on respect, 
integrity, and a commitment to the highest ideals of our profession. 
  
 
 
 





 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Founded in 1973, the Pittsburgh Black Media Federation is a tax-exempt 501(c)(3) organization that advocates for 
diversity in newsrooms, hosts programs that recognize excellent media coverage of minority communities and trains 

young people to enter the media industry. PBMF was named the National Association of Black Journalists’ 
professional chapter of the year in 2017 and it tied for the honor in 2015. 

 


